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ABSTRACT
The paper presents the short review of the chosen military identification technologies, as well as their
potential usage in civil fields. There have been presented both those already known solutions, and those that may prove useful in the nearest future. The focus was on those technologies that will potentially
best fit in the civil market.
KEYWORDS: military identiﬁcation technologies, civil applications

1. Introduction

2. The military identification

Military identification technologies have long been the
objects of interest of not only the experts in the war field
and the amateur military enthusiasts, but also of people
who have discovered how useful they may be in the field
slightly further than the one they were constructed for,
meaning the civil one.
Describing all the possible identification technologies, as well as all their currently used civil applications
would be impossible, mostly due to the vastness of the topic and the limited possibility of an article; however, this
paper aims to present the summarized version of the most
commonly used applications as well as their functions and
planned usage so as to make the regulations of our daily
life somewhat more convenient and reliable.
The paper will focus on such technologies, as unmanned aerial vehicles, planes, aerostats, airships, RWO 1 radar, but for obvious reasons such technologies as fighting
vehicles, e.g. BWP 1K, will not be described; it seems difficult to imagine it being used of streets in situations other
that military conflict.

The main goal of military identification is to obtain
the information about the opponent that is necessary
to prepare and to run efficiently military action. It is
crucial to gather data about the place of the opponent
army, the means they possess etc. To acquire such information one needs to use an army and technical identification means [11].
As it can be understood from the definition above,
identification is based on the acquiring of the information. “Civil” meaning of that word seems to be the same,
and thus it creates somewhat “natural” civil possibilities
of using the military equipment.
Even before the Second World War the identification
was of organoleptic character. The equipment used then
was only to get the soldiers into the proper place. This
was the way tanquettes used to be applied, as they had no
radio communicators; tanquettes TKS, in other words,
small identification tank, is presented in Figure 1 [5, 9]:
It was also before the II World War when the cameras
in PZL 37 planes started to be installed [4].
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Fig.1. TKS in comparison to a car
Source: [12]

Polish unmanned aerial vehicle Sofar, another, present example, can be characterized with wing span 2,5m,
length 1,7 m, weight 4,9 kg and speed from 40 up to 90
kph. It is equipped with daily and night cameras (the second one with thermovision) [6].
There are several alternative versions of how to run a
mission using Sofar [7]:
• planning the mission before the flight,
• defining the route as the vehicle flies,
• planning numeral routes,
• planning a new route during the current flight,
• changing the route during the flight,
• changing the basic parameters during the flight,
• coordinating the flight with the vector maps and with
bitmaps
Tiny UAV was also produced in Poland- it is a HOBBIT, weighting 3,5 kg, moving with the help of two electrical engines, 350 kW each [8]. It is worth mentioning that
HOB- BIT was originally constructed not only for the use
of an army, but also for the use of the police forces and
for the road traffic regulating services, as well as for the
cartographers [8].

Fig.3. IAI Heron
Source: [13]
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Fig.2. IAI I View
Source: [13]

Le Bourget exhibition two years ago presented somewhat interesting review of military identification technologies. There were described, among others, Israeli UAV,
called IAI I View- weighting 50 kg and able to carry the
load 6 up to 7 kg weight- it means it can carry, e.g. electro
optical head [1]. It is presented in Figure 2:
Skulark II, constructed by the company Elbit, weighting just 35 kilos, is able to carry camera and thermo visual
sensor. It moves thanks to electric engine, which gives it
the range of 50 km. [1]. The same company offers Hermes
900 [1], with piston engine 112 KM, able to carry 300 kg
of a useful load.
During that exhibition, one might also observe Boening A 160T Hummingbird, weighting 2270 kg, able to
carry 450 kg of the load. Nevertheless, one of the most
interesting seems to be the biggest shown there UAV, IAI
Heron, with the engine 1200 KM, which is able to carry
the 1000kg of equipment and, moreover, is capable of being refueled in the air. [1]. It is presented in Figure 3:
In the civil service, small UAV seem to have much

Fig.4. Puma
Source: [15]
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more impact than the giants like above. Contradictory to
the size of IAI Heron, presented before, there is tiny plane,
produced by Ucon System (South Korea); the plane weights 6 kilo and can take off from a hand [2].
Unmanned aerostats and airships are also used to
monitor the airspace. Russian Puma aerostat and Bierkut
airship [3] are good representatives of this type of technology; they are presented in Figure 4 and 5:
Puma is created, according to target specifications and
process requirements, with “unique material UR-2310
based on high-molecular threads RUSAR, polyurethane
films and adhesives” [15].
Another, equally important technical device, produced
in Poland, is the detecting –warning radar RWO 1. It has
detecting range of 4 km, work time on one accumulators’
set up to four hours, and with the additional set- 8 hours.
It displays roughly and detailed mesh. Again, the radar is
adapted to the work on both military and civil field [10].

3. Civil use of identification
technologies
All of the technologies mentioned above can be used
in civil applications in a similar, if not the same, way, that
is why it has seemed reasonable to gather all the possibilities together, in order to present them clearly.
All the devices enumerated and described above can
serve as follows:
• First of all, all the devices may be of some help to the
police, as a tool to conduct a national or international
hunt after a criminal; some of them may be used, in
extreme situations, to criminal neutralization,
• Moreover, they might be used in animal hunting or
tracking the dangerous or unique animal (vide the situation from the spring this year, when southern Poland

was hosting unknown animal, seemingly a puma),
• They may prove irreplaceable when there is a need to
scare the animals which try to domesticate the airport
runways,
• All the tracking devices can be used as a help to search
for people or things,
• In some City Halls, the mentioned technologies can be
used as a tool in geodetic works,
• In the advertising market flying devices can be used to
tow a banner, or
• To be an advertising space- although, one must admit,
it would not be advisable to use so expensive devices to
have just that kind of function; however, such function
can be additional to another, e.g. it might be added to
the geodetic function,
• They may be also handy when advertising company
wants to distribute leaflets by air, but, as mentioned
above, it does not seem advisable to use such equipment just in that kind of purpose,
• As one of the most useful ways, the devices may and
are used to regulate both the road and the rail traffic,
• In transport field they are also useful in case of transporting the load to the places where there are no traditional, big airports,
• Is sociological field, they are used to scientific research- mainly to observe the potential research objects;
it may be especially important and time and cost saving
in case of examining the group actions, where gathering the data in a more ordinary way could be either
costly, due to the necessity of employing an army of
researchers, or impossible, when the time when it is
possible to collect the information is relatively short,
• In meteorology they ma be used as a flying meteorological station,
• They can be used as a radio waves transmitter,
• In agriculture some of them may be as agricultural
spraying machines,
• In entertainment market they are used in acrobatic
shows,
• They might be used as a time saving devices when there is a need to prepare costly reportages or film materials, especially in countries when the reporter’s live
may be at danger.

4. Conclusion

Fig.5. Bierkut Airship
Source: [16]
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There are numerous military technologies that have
proved their usefulness in military field. Many of them can
also show similar features in other, this time civil market.
Obviously, the question is, whether the fact that some device
may fill working conditions of a task is enough to use it for
it, especially when costs of using such machines are equal to
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more standard methods. Nonetheless, in cases then military
devices are not only cost saving, but also enable the user to
save time or to simplify the procedure, it seems reasonable to
consider military- civil transfer. It is to be hoped that those
both fields, military and civil ones , start in the future to operate even move smoothly together and the technique as such
will be developed in similar ratio in both areas, as the civil
purposes of creating new devices does not seem to contradict, but rather to supplement military aims and goals.
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ABSTRACT
The article presents conception of author’s management and monitoring system based on GPS, for application in the transport and land and air communication. This system arises as an answer to demand
of local Civil Services, which are member of a crisis management. System purpose is to increase the effectiveness and safeties during salvage actions. In following years the system evolved, allowing its use
not only in land conditions but also in the transport and the air lifesaving. Article shows future plans
connected with the system development and the extension with ADS-B system (Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast).
KEYWORDS: navigation, GPS, EGNOS, GSM/GPRS, ADS-B, monitoring, communication,
management, system

1. GPS tracking service
Crisis situations are often safety-related operations.
They are at most times critical missions that public safety forces have to operate. Lives, environment and important economical interests are at stake during such crisis situations.
In such safety related cases it is important for public
safety forces to be more and more effective even if crisis situations are already processed with a great efficiency. Crisis management systems are very useful tools for operational emergency services, helping them to manage with
more effectiveness any emergency situation that could occur, such as forest fires, floods, earthquakes, accidents occurring during transportation of hazardous material. If
appropriate services are available via SISNeT/EGNOS,
they will allow a better effectiveness of emergency forces.
Among the task planned in the SISNeT Application
project to provide concrete demonstration of the interest

© Copyright by PSTT. All rights reserved. 2009

and potential of SISNeT/EGNOS for user community
and potential investors, one project is devoted to the application of SISNeT to Crisis Management System. The
Crisis Management task of SISNeT Application project is
aimed to define and implement an experimental monitoring system for fire-brigade units using EGNOS/SISNeT
corrections.
The need to create the proposed system is based on
fire-brigade officers’ experience with GNSS-based monitoring, and its defined levels of accuracy, reliability and
continuity. After analyzing all factors and conditions, a
plan to implement a system complemented with SISNeT
corrections will arise.
The aim of the task is implementation of monitoring
and management system for fire service units, using SISNeT/EGNOS satellite systems and corrections as a base.
Project should result in a comprehensive IT and -telecommunication-based solution which will be offered to
officers of the fire service, and in the future to others services, after the necessary adaptation to requirements of
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other crisis management services. The most important
part of proposed system is high quality information about location (position error < 3m), that will allow conducting rescue/intervention actions even in very unfavourable weather and action conditions.
The main aim of the project is to point out advantages
of Galileo for crisis management systems. It will demonstrate on the field and evaluate the benefits of the use of SISNeT
Technology as an advanced GNSS with reliable, guaranteed
services during crisis management operations.

2. Description of the
firefighters’ work during
action
The rescue operation is being started with the moment
of accepting the application; a computer system should locate the person ringing on the base of a telephone number. Implementing the rescue procedure is a further step,
a sound alarm is starting. From this moment we can divide the salvage in two:
• Managing tasks, supported and monitored from the
head office (it is playing an important role in the head
office that the data get from the area is accurate, therefore it is so important that the system uses corrections
from SISNeT/EGNOS),
• Rescue and managing tasks in the field (the commander of the action is also using the visualizing system;
the accuracy and the speed of the obtained information have the significant effect to the course of a rescue operation).
Course of a rescue operation in the head office.
The dispatcher after starting the alarm procedure is informing the commander of the rescue team of the purpose
and the current situation on the scene (information obtained on the basis of the telephone application).
There is a solution drawn up consisting in using tactile terminals, of which a visualization of the rescue order and the optimum route of the journey to the scene will
be a purpose including the current situation on the road
(traffic). This, however, will be carried as part of other project but basic property still will be an accuracy of the data
obtained from GNSS system and corrected by SISNeT/
EGNOS(it results from conversations already carried out
and analyses in the environment of firefighters and on the
basis of current experience from SISNeT/EGNOS).
On the position in the head office generating the route
is taking place – the event and the visualization on the digital map on which every mobile units are visualized (rescue vehicles) participating in a rescue operation. On the
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basis of the generated route the dispatcher with the help of
vocal announcements can lead the individual at the target
and correct and route dynamically to existing situations
on the road (traffic). Key elements letting dynamically
lead units to target are:
• Frequency of the data transmission from the vehicle to
the head office (max interval - 10 s)
• Accuracy of obtained details about the position speed
and of direction of the ride. Providing with the accuracy of the data about the position with the not bigger
mistake is essential than 3 m horizontally, using corrections from SISNeT/EGNOS is guaranteeing getting
such parameters.
The work of the dispatcher isn’t only ending and exclusively on taking individuals to the scene. He controls putting all mobile terminals participating in the action of firefighters with the help with which they are equipped, what
allows to aim them to strategic places e.g. of hydrants, of
cutting away the main energy power supply etc.. The dispatcher is communicating with single firefighters via
GSM.
After the completed action the dispatcher controls the
safe return to the base of the individual participating in a
rescue operation.
Course of a rescue operation performed by the rescue team.
Rescue team notified with sound signal about commencing the action, is moving into the hall with armored
vehicles, in the same time a communication of the dispatcher accepting the call with the commander of the accident ward is taking place, he/she is reaching for transmitting necessary information: of aim of the action (address, location), of kind of the event (fire, car accident,
water flood etc.). The branch is setting off to the scene in
the armored vehicles led with vocal instructions by the
dispatcher which controls individuals in the head office. During the journey to the scene firefighters are starting their portable PDA with built in the GPS and GSM.
After reaching their destination firefighters are commencing a rescue operation at that time PDA is sending details about the position, speeds, heights, of direction, for
number of seen satellites etc. to the database server in
the head office, obtained data in the real time is being
sent to the SISNeT/EGNOS server, which server is returning corrected position data, this way obtained data are
being entered into the database and visualized in the system. During the action the commander of the unit has
the possibility to keep up and monitor all participating
firefighters on his PDA what lets him effectively conduct
rescue operations even in the most not favorable conditions. After the return to the base the personal PDA is
being turned off.
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3. Description of the crisis
management system
We can divide action of the crisis management system
in three main categories:
• Human factor, persons managing and participating in
the salvage,
• The equipment factor, the device and vehicles used in
the lifesaving
• System factor, computer system coordinating, managing.
Human factor:
• The chief coordinator, the person responsible for keeping the share and coordinating and managing everyone participating in the action (usually the province
governor, the mayor of the city or the board member
of the crisis management),
• Commanders of individual rescue units: commander
of the fire service, police, border guard, doctor supervising the medical lifesaving,
• Commander of rescue units, are persons commanding
individuals participating in the task in the field,
• Members of the rescue teams: firefighters, policemen,
border guards, medical lifeguards, volunteers
Equipment factor:
• Rescue vehicles: fires engine, ambulances, police cars,
vehicles of the border guard,
• Devices being used for a direct lifesaving,
• Communication devices,
• Location devices,
• Computer hardware
System factor:
• Communication and exchange of data systems (duplicated),
• Visualizing systems,
• Tracking systems,
• Database systems.
Coordinated connection of all above factors allows the
effective way to perform rescue operations.
The scheme for crisis management action is as follows:
After announcing the situation of the threat a convened board of the crisis management which under the leadership of the chief coordinator is making a decision
about commencing action and dividing of individuals rescue teams. Next decisions are taken on the level of the
command which is commissioning detailed action to individual unit commanders, performing action in the field.
Most demands for precise location come from the crisis management process itself. It is indeed very important
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for the control centre to know exactly where the deployed forces are located. Even if accuracy is a very important
factor of efficiency, it is the main argument and demands
are more directed to a high degree of reliability and integrity of the service. So, the benefits of these key factors,
associated to the real time knowledge of the evolution of
the event and of the location of the forces deployed will be
part of the project evaluations.

4. Description of the
firefighter’s work as the
user being an element
of the system critical
management
Single user of the system is a firefighter. Their basic tasks are: performing rescue action of e.g. putting out a fire,
pumping out water, eliminating the building threat, rescue
operation during a car accident.
The firefighter as the user of the system is only a supplier of data i.e. has PDA which is automatically sending
details about his position and may be used for the verbal
communication. A special case is a commander which can
keep up with the situation and coordinate everyone participating in the action (however, every user of the system
has such an option it is being dedicated for the commander, special case when every participant of the action can
use it is e.g. forest extinguishing - when single branches
and personal individuals can be distant from oneself on
the great distance and in this case every firefighter can locate oneself and his partners).
An officer in the head office is a next user of the monitoring and management system.

5. Actions of the fire service
The fire service has the broad model scope for activity, e.g.:
• Firefighting,
• Lifesaving in road accidents,
• Lifesaving in train accidents,
• Lifesaving in flying accidents,
• Actions of chemical contaminating,
• Rescue operations on the height,
• Rescue operations at building accidents,
• Rescue operations associated with flooding, with flood.
Apart from the actions mentioned above the fire service runs trainings and courses of safety and lifesaving.
Units of the fire-brigade as a most important part
of crisis management service will be the end-user of the
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Fig.1.Schema GPS/SISNeT tracking system

system. A fire service as a recipient imposes high requirements with regard to accuracy of data acquired from
GNSS, caused by requirements of their working conditions incl. frequent rescue operations.
Factors and scripts pointing at the legitimacy of using
the SISNeT/EGNOS system as the support system for the
location system based on GNSS.
Basic feature of the obtained information are: details about
the position from the SISNeT/EGNOS system with the accuracy lower than 3 m what lets traffic lane identify on which a rescue individual is, it is essential for conducting the effective action as well as to the possibility of the adduction to the system
in case of road accidents or existing arguable situations (data is
being saved in the database and they can be used at any moment). The system allows to take the firefighter with the great
accuracy to landmarks in the field e.g.: hydrants, electric transformer, water cut-off points etc. it is also essential to keep the
share on the large area where is taking place for it being distracted by individuals, he lets control everyone as well as he is helping the single user not to get lost in the unknown area.

Fig.3.Example of TIS-B service on ADS-B equipped aircraft
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Fig.2.ADS-B overview

6. Other situations
The possibility of obtaining of SISNet/ENGOS corrections lets the fire service invoke the system in arguable
situations; there are these credible archived sources of information about undergone rescue operations. The system
allows also to perform analysis of undergone actions in
terms of the speed of reaching its destination, deportment
of firefighters during the action it is excellent training material letting firefighters improve its workroom.

7. ADS-B (Automatic
Dependent Surveillance Broadcast)
As a preparation to new challenges appearing in
aviation technology activities undertaking units (planes)

Fig.4. Example of FIS-B on-board transmission
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localization using the ADS-B technology has been made.
The primary goal of this project is creation of own system of units (planes) localization and propagation of the
weather information using ADS-B as a base (FIS-B Flight
information services-broadcast).
Automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast (ADS
-B) is a cooperative surveillance technique for air traffic
control and related applications. An ADS-B-equipped aircraft determines its own position using a global navigation
satellite system and periodically broadcasts this position
and other relevant information to potential ground stations and other aircraft with ADS-B-in equipment. ADS
-B can be used over several different data link technologies, including Mode-S Extended Squitter (1090 ES), Universal Access Transceiver (978 MHz UAT), and VHF data
link (VDL Mode 4).
ADS-B provides accurate information and frequent
updates to airspace users and controllers, and hence supports improved use of airspace, reduced ceiling/visibility
restrictions, improved surface surveillance, and enhanced
safety, for example through conflict management.
Under ADS-B, a vehicle periodically broadcasts its
own state vector and other information without knowing
what other vehicles or entities might be receiving it, and
without expectation of an acknowledgment or reply. ADS
-B is automatic in the sense that no pilot or controller action is required for the information to be issued. It is dependent surveillance in the sense that the surveillance-type information so obtained depends on the suitable navigation and broadcast capability in the source vehicle.
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8. Conclusions
Essential solution for ground localization systems is
to connect the GNSS technology with mobile communications (GPRS). This solution unlike the radio broadcast
is giving the possibility of embracing practically unlimited area and the better communications characteristics in
the urbanized area. Monitoring in the extreme areas of the
globe is possible with the help of satellite communication;
unfortunately this solution is still very expensive. In near
future usage of WiMAX technology for the data transmission will be possible, and it will allow not only to receive
data but also to broadcast large data amounts to the vehicle. The only obstacle is costs terms.
Air solutions are characterized by a fact that communication system must operate on the large area and at great heights. The GSM system lets to monitor an airship on
maximum height of 1000m, what is disqualifying it (GPS)
for air applications in the area of the flight inspection (however it (GPS) is used in General Aviation monitoring).
Undoubtedly the future in aviation systems is ADS-B system, which with the beginning of 2012 will be installed on
all airplanes as a default.
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ABSTRACT
A neural network model for automated testing of railway contact blocks was developed. The neural
network computer programme allowed obtaining satisfactory results for relay diagnostics using “current-time” dependence during relay switching as an input diagnostic data.
KEYWORDS: automated testing, railway contact blocks, neural networks

1. Introduction
Increasing the reliability and safety of railway automatic systems by means of perfection of the relay-contact equipment maintenance is an important task. Although microprocessor systems have been used in railway automatics
more widely in recent years, but a lot of signalling systems
were executed on the basis of relay equipment till now.
The existing control technology of relay and relay
blocks parameters includes many manual operations and
has low accuracy with high subjectivity affecting the results of testing [5,8].
The relay and relay blocks are electromechanical systems
and difficulties of their diagnostics are connected with measuring their mechanical parameters and characteristics without removing their cases. Railway automatic blocks contain
different types of electromagnetic relays which electrical and
mechanical parameters are varying in time in a wide range.
The blocks contain other electric components (capacitors, resistors, semiconductor devices etc.) in which defects may also
appear. Diagnostic tests for relay blocks usually were developed as sequence of elementary operations named elementary
checks, which consist of supplying some test signals on the
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block inputs and measuring the output response [3, 5, 9]. The
quantity of possible input combinations N is dependent on
inputs quantity n : N  2n . This value N determines the
maximal length of the trivial (not optimized) test sequence
for discrete combinational logic blocks (without memory).
However the railway automatics blocks contain feedbacks (for
example, an automatic relay interlock circuits) and therefore
have a memory. In this case output block responses depend on
previous test signal combinations applied on block inputs. The
additional output block response depends on time parameters
of test signals. So the developing of detailed diagnostic tests for
railway automatic blocks is a task difficult enough.
So the aim of this work is to develop a neural network
model and computer programme for automated testing of
railway contact blocks.

2. Neural network diagnostic
tests for relay blocks
To develop an algorithm for relay blocks tests it is usually
necessary to carry out the following basic stages:
• formal description of technical object of the diagnostics
(relay blocks in our case) by means of logical operators
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•
•
•

•

•
•
•

taking in account feedback circuits and different time delays of signals in internal block circuits,
developing of the model of technical object of diagnostics
without defects,
developing of the model of technical object of diagnostics
with possible defects,
providing simulation of operation of technical object
with and without defects under different operating conditions,
developing on the base of results of simulations the defect tables, tables of object technical state transitions, time
diagrams,
minimization of developed tables,
formal representation of developed test tables as a computer programme,
verification of the programme.

For complex technical objects such algorithms for tests
developing are usually unpractical and in such cases the use
of probabilistic test method is more reasonable. In probabilistic tests the stochastic or pseudo-stochastic test signal sequence is supplied on blocks inputs. The output response signal
is compared with output signals obtained on blocks without
defects. This method is usually used for objects with complex
or unknown internal structure [3] and preliminary developing of the test algorithm is not necessary in such case. But
disadvantage of the method is long-time testing for ensuring
sufficient probability of defect detection.
The reduction of a testing time is possible due to application of mathematical processing of the diagnostic information based on artificial neural networks (ANN). The advantages of this method comprise the possibility of testing in fuzzy data conditions, finding of the hidden dependences object
structure, automatic recognition of the output signal and system identification [1, 2]. However for object diagnostics it is
necessary to develop the structure of neural network (NN),
chose its parameters and then to train the NN model.
However, formalized recommendations on using
some type of NN to attain necessary accuracy of diagnostics with rational NN training time for specified
relay blocks are not described in the literature. So in
this work a computer program was developed that allowed at the first stage to investigate the influence of
artificial neural networks (ANN) configuration and
its main key parameters on the accuracy of relay block
testing. A two-layer perceptron was chosen as a basis
of ANN model. The number of inputs ANN was chosen equal to the number of discrete diagnostic signals
( X i , i  1..N ) , and the number of outputs (neurons
in output layer) was chosen equal to the number of possible diagnostic object conditions (Yi , i  1..H ) . As
it is well known input X and output Y vectors in
ANN models are connected by equation.
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X = F(W, Y)

(1)

where W is the matrix of weight factors, F is activation function. The neuron quantity in the hidden first layer was determined during computer investigations. Activation function was taken as a logic function (sigmoid)

f ( x) 

1
1  e x

(2)

where α is a parameter sigmoid function slope. The
sigmoid function was taken due to simple expression for
its derivative.

f ' ( x )    f ( x )  (1  f ( x ))

(3)

For ANN training the algorithm of back propagation of
a mistake was used. Criterion of training is the minimum of
a root-mean-square difference between responses obtained
during ANN training and “ideal” theoretically obtained on
control signal sampling. So it was necessary to ensure a minimum of criterion mistake function during ANN training

1
(4)
 ( y (j ,Np)  d j , p ) 2
2 j,p
)
where y (j N
, p - an actual neuron state in j - layer when
p -image data supplied on ANN inputs, and d j,p is a reE ( w) 

quired neuron state as response to applied input signals.
Summation was carried out for all neurons in the input layer and for all data of images. Minimization was provided by a method of gradient decrease that means adjustment of weight factors as follows

wij( n )   
(n)

E
wij

(5)

where w ij is a weight factor synapse connection between i -neuron in (n- 1) -layer and j -neuron in n
-layer, h – training rate factor (o < h < 1) . Derivation
in (4) was determined by equation

E
E dy j s j



wij y j ds j wij

(6)

where yi - an output signal of j -neuron, and∂ss j is
j
the sum of its output signals weights. The factor ∂w is
ij
equal to output signals of previous (n- 1) -layer neurons.
The first factors in (5) can be presented as follows

E
E dy k sk
E dy k ( n1)





w jk (7)
y j
dsk y j k y k dsk
k y k
In this equation the summation was carried out for all
neurons in (n+ 1) -layer.
∂E dy
Using a new variableδ ∂y ds , we obtained the re=
cursive formula for calculation
of n -layer size fromδ (n)
j
(n+1)
δ
(n+ 1) -layer size j
j

(n)
j

j

j
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j

For an output layer it was obtained

dyl
dsl

(9)

wij( n )     (jn )  yi( n1)

(10)

 (l N )  ( yl( N )  d l ) 
So expression (4) can be written as

The training sample was shared on groups which quantity corresponds to possible relay technical states.
During the training (for one cycle) the discrete digital
values corresponding to stochastic element training samples from certain group were applied to ANN inputs. As a
result the ANN output response was:

 H1
y (n)  f   whi
 h1 0

N

f  wi xi (n) 
 i 0


(11)

Values of output response signal of ANN were compared with signals corresponding to a perfect state or to some
defect states of the relay and on this basis the correction of
weight factors for output (second) and hidden (first) layers were determined. Then the same procedure was carried
out with random chosen element of the next group training
sample and this procedure was repeated until all training
samples were completed. Once the training sample was finished, the average root-mean-square difference between
those obtained during ANN training and “ideal” responses on control signal sampling was compared with a prescribed value that was the criterion of ANN training finishing.
ANN model was realized in Delphi (using Object Pascal language). The program allowed changing an ANN layer quantity with the aim to investigate the influence of ANN
parameters on the training rate and diagnostic accuracy. As
a result the previously chosen parameters of ANN computer model were improved and that allowed obtaining satisfactory results on relay diagnostics using “current-time” dependence during relay switching as input diagnostic data.

3. Conclusions
A neural network model for automated testing of railway contact blocks was developed. The developed computer programme based on artificial neural networks model allowed investigating the influence of ANN configuration and its main key parameters on the accuracy of relay
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block testing. A two-layer perceptron was chosen as a basis of ANN model. The preliminary results for the application of neural networks for diagnostics of railway blocks
with several input-output terminals and feedback circuits
were described. A neural network computer programme
allowed obtaining satisfactory results for relay diagnostics
using “current-time” dependence during relay switching
as an input diagnostic data.
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ABSTRACT
Safety is the exemption from accidents and losses on human lives. It is also related to property protection, regulation, management and transport technology development. The analysis of accidents indicates that 95% of transport accidents are caused by a human factor failure (wrong evaluation of situation, participant’s skills/abilities etc.) One of the most frequent errors of drivers is a wrong decision
in a critical situation. The decision process is very complicated since the driver has to evaluate the situation arisen correctly within fractions of a second. The implementation of telematic systems into
vehicle equipment reduces the energy intensity, reduces environmental impacts, increases safety etc.
Reduction of total operating costs of road vehicles, simplification of vehicle control to the maximum
extent and reduction of driver’s informational overload is emphasised. Our article deals with the analysis of human factor and investigation of its demonstrations in the context of telematic applications.
KEYWORDS: Intelligent Transport System, accidents, safety

1. Introduction
The movement of vehicles in space and time which takes place in the road transport constitutes a human – vehicle – environment system that can be described as in
fig.1. Every human being has his/her specific characteristics that have to be considered when this being becomes
an active element of road transport – a driver. These characteristics affect the quality of vehicle’s movement as well
as the traffic safety. It is only under these conditions when
we are able to protect the driver through reasonable utilisation of transport vehicles, raise him into a qualitatively
better driver and determine his behaviour while violating
the traffic regulations.
A person enhances his/her driving skills only by practice and by transferring acquired experience. The training
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of a driver can be: passive (learning from one’s errors and
mistakes), active (through practice or lectures), or mediated (through transferring previous experience). With respect to the safety of road transport we should prefer active or mediated learning since the passive method can be
a source of traffic accidents.
A majority of accidents is caused by the fact that someone misses something in a critical point in time. According to IT experts, there are approx. three million bits
of information attacking the human mind every second.
The human brain, however, is only able to process 16 in
a second. The actual reception depends on the attention.
Psychologists say that a healthy and relaxed person is able
to receive up to 6 impulses in 1/10 second but this number
drops to around 2-3 while driving. Speed and traffic situation complexity is also important. Psychologists consider
concentration and prescience as the most important factor
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in driving. It is essential that the driver appropriately filters the relevant impulses and rejects the irrelevant ones,
e.g. pedestrians on the sidewalk or billboards. In contrast
to other means of transport, the participants in the road
traffic are now always experienced professionals. The prevailing groups are skilled amateurs but also these can be
overloaded in heavy traffic, including „new“ phenomenon
on Slovak roads – jams [4].
As it is apparent form the traffic accidents, more than
95% of accidents is caused by human error, neglecting driver’s responsibilities, incorrect assessment of situation and
his/her abilities etc.
The characteristics of the vehicle movement are a subject of traffic flow theory, which separates the movement
of a single vehicle and of a group of vehicles.
Apart from basic elements, a driver and a vehicle, there is also another element which is the environment. This
term is very wide and in principle, it may include natural
impacts (not influenceable by humans or influenceable to
a small extent, e.g. climate) but also technical aspects or organizational measures which are a result of human activity.
The above indicates that operational measures, mainly
in the field of organisation, regulation and traffic control,
are an inseparable part of the traffic/transport system and
are a condition for effective utilisation of transport vehicles, transport routes and provision of steady, safe and efficient traffic.

2. Human factor and ITS
Currently, high intensity of traffic in the road transport puts high demands on drivers. Their overload is
obvious from the accident rate which, against various measures, is still very high. An improvement in this field may
be achieved through the implementation of new technical
enablers into vehicles and increasing the traffic awareness.
An important approach is the implementation of the intelligent transport systems (ITS).
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ITS (transport telematics) integrates information and
telecommunication support of the transport process. The
impact of such ITS technologies and whether these are
only positive remains a question.
At present, there is not enough scientifically acquired
knowledge in Europe that would cover this issue from all
points of view, such as needs of various groups of drivers
(professionals, elderly drivers, new drivers, disabled drivers), education and training for ITS systems, impact on
mental load and attention, or acceptance of these systems
in the context of different psycho-physiological characteristics. The research of ITS therefore has to integrate arts
(psychology, sociology), ergonomy (science of understanding interactions between human and the system that attempts to achieve satisfaction of the person and performance of the system) but also engineering sciences (cybernetics, industrial design, artificial intelligence). There should
be a serious interdisciplinary scientific research of the human-machine interface (HMI) that would enable full utilization of all options provided by the new information and
communication technologies leading to increased traffic safety and improving mobility. The future is in intelligent vehicles and according to the European Commission this could help to decrease significantly the number of fatalities
in accidents. The externalities such as congestions, exhausts and fuel consumption could also diminish. It is primarily the result of combining information and communication
systems for drivers built in the vehicle and taking up advanced systems of driver support. Some of these systems are directly designed to assist decision making and to increase safety of driving. For instance, the access to navigation information allows decreasing the attention which is important
for direction finding. The distribution of traffic or meteorological information in real time enables avoiding critical situations. Adaptive cruise control reduces the stress of the
driver and mental load via maintaining safe distance from
the vehicle ahead. There are already special support systems
available that may compensate for delayed reactions and
obscurities in decision making of drivers in unpredictable
situations. Systems have to comply with the needs and abilities of drivers [5]. Despite the new ITS technologies, the
impact of human factor on the accident rate is and will always be decisive.

3. Telematic applications in
road transport
Well-working control systems affecting transport in
residential areas or rural zones improve the steadiness of
traffic flows and reduce the numbers of accidents, congestions, psychic load of drivers and improve the comfort
and quality of transportation. Three-layer hierarchy is
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suggested for applications in road transport. The first layer
in the hierarchy of town systems is defined by individual
transport nodes (traffic light systems on crossroads, parking systems, tunnel management systems etc.). The second layer is the management at the area level. The third
layer is constituted by head offices which are the highest
stage in the hierarchy and contains several areas.
Traffic management systems combine the new and
existing traffic managements as well as control systems for
the optimization of traffic flow on motorways and urban
and suburban expressways. The primary feature is the integration of traffic control subsystems (e.g. signalization,
motorway and transit control systems) and the provision
of dynamic checking in real time in a way that reflects the
changing traffic conditions. In the urban areas this represents so-called “intelligent communication” to be used by
an “intelligent vehicle” [2].
An important function is the provision of a wide range of information to drivers and passengers in the vehicles, which allows for a more effective utilization of road
network. The information on direction, routes and driver
services is fed directly into the vehicle. The information
on transport congestions as well as the information regarding dynamic navigation en-route depends on the communication link between the vehicle and the main office.
This information can be transmitted anytime as a continuous traffic monitoring. The knowledge of intensity provides realistic and immediate picture of traffic situation. It
delivers accurate and current information to other participants of the transport process about traffic intensity in individual sections, announcements on accidents, dynamic
route information that can be supplemented with other
type of information, e.g. parking options, recommendations for detours, hotels etc. The question is how much information is a driver able to evaluate in order to react optimally. The goal of mobile systems for dynamic direction
finding is:
• To navigate drivers and to recommend a place for joining a lane according to current traffic intensities and
average speed of traffic flow,
• To reduce the length of queues,
• To eliminate aggressive behaviour of drivers,
• To reduce negative externalities through optimal enroute navigation.

4. Legislation and laws
linked to ITS
The architecture of a transport telematic system defines the basic design of analysed system along with
setting out the interface. The information technologies that contain the information on partial elements
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of traffic chain (road communications, transport vehicles etc.) are the cornerstone of a transport telematic system. A transport telematic system enables collection, transfer, processing and exchange of information
between various users and the elements of traffic chain
and creates so-called telematic applications for its management and optimization.
The rail and air transport have their own, exactly set
standards. The problem in road transport is that there are
more liberal rules for movements and that it is not easy
to calculate the negative externalities to justify the investments into information and telecommunication technologies for road transport.
The ensuring of individual ITS systems compatibility is an important process of standardization. Bodies that
participate in the creation of legal and law aspects of standards definition are as follows:
• International Standards Organization (ISO),
• Comité Européen de Normalisation (CEN),
• Permanent International Association of Road Congress (PIARC),
• European Telecommunication Standardization Institute (ETSI),
• ERTICO – an international allowance organisation
for ITS based on the partnership of private and public sector with the aim of implementing ITS in everyday life in Europe. This organisation very quickly defined standards such as eCALL (system enabling automatic identification and localisation of accidents for
emergency services via automatic emergency dial for
the vehicle) [2,3,6].
ISO/TC204 Committee is responsible for ensuring
compatibility of individual ITS systems through standardization worldwide, while CEN/TC278 Technical Committee is an equivalent European body. ISO/TC204 is responsible for the overall state of systems with focus on the
infrastructure and traffic, information and control systems
(TICS). It also coordinates the general ISO working group
in the area comprising programmes for standards development which are included in the activities of existing international standardization bodies. Technical Committee
CEN/TC278 is responsible for the standardization of road
transport and transport telematics.

5. Why support ITS
Effective transport of passengers and freight is becoming a serious problem of the whole society and it is required that the state administration takes steps towards this
issue. Ignoring these issues induces higher public expenditures for solving the consequences.
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The new millennium is marked by the globalization of
economy and the transport is undoubtedly an important
part of this development. From the social point of view the
increase in transport safety is the main contribution of ITS
systems and services implementation.
The public sector should financially support such telematic applications which will increase the comfort for the
user of transport services, improve the traffic management
and reduce the accident rate. Furthermore, the public sector should support the development of technologies for timely saving of lives and for reduction of consequences of
serious injuries caused by accidents via technology that
diminishes the negative externalities and adds to the increase in quality of public mass transport of passengers.
Elaborated on the basis of Grant VEGA 1/0398/08 Negative externality reduction in road transportation
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ABSTRACT
Actual problems of transport information centres introduction have been described in this paper. The
growth of vehicles number in the Czech Republic in recent years is evident. Road construction is time-consuming and very costly. An advanced telematics system solution should be applied. Information is now
more important for drivers. The traffic congestions are an important problems for drivers. However the drivers can accommodate their own way and save time using traffic information. Time saving impacts on economy, accident frequency and last but not least on the environment. Current technical solutions can get authentic information, which other entities can provide to the users. The main problems are the functional interconnection of traffic information and distribution of existing traffic information to drivers.
KEYWORDS: application of transport telematics, transport information centres, traﬃc information

1. Introduction
Traffic information is a highly-valued instrument for
traffic network capacity improvement. Final costs are incomparably smaller than costs of new roads and tunnels
construction. Providing the traffic information cannot
substitute missing roads, tunnels and bridges, but can relieve current roads. The effect of traffic relief using traffic
information is very important on overloaded roads or roads with unexpected traffic problems.

2. Unified system of traffic
information
Many entities of public administration and other entities of public and private sector can work with various types of traffic information. The government of Czech Republic passed resolution No. 590 of 18th May 2005 on the
implementation of Unified System of Traffic Information.
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The aim is a coordinated utilization of information for the
benefit of public administration agencies, road users, the
media, the carriers and other users including cross-border
exchange of traffic information with neighbouring states
or EU member states. The guarantors of provided information are mainly the public administration authorities
(CR Police, Fire Brigade, road administration authorities,
road administrators and other entities).
Disclosure of the guaranteed traffic information to
other entities has significant benefits to resolve the following problems:
• traffic safety,
• influence on road users behaviour,
• improvement to road traffic continuity.
The unified system of traffic information enables:
• implementation or control of the process to eliminate
limiting events on a current basis,
• informing all traffic system users of limiting events,
• process optimisation and introduction of support for
informing,
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The traffic information from the National Traffic Information Centre is:
• published on the equipment for information displaying (variable information boards) on the motorways
and highways,
• transmitted together with Czech Radio by the RDSTMC service for navigation instruments,
• published on the http://dopravniinfo.cz web pages,
• provided based on a contract in the form of data through a distribution interface to further interested persons from the radio stations, TV stations, telecommunication operators, internet portals, operators of traffic
information services and other consumers.

Fig.1. Unified system of traffic information in the Czech Republic

• analysing recurrence causes of limiting events and taking measures to eliminate these events.
Data and information sources as well as data and information outputs are illustrated in fig. 1. Complex information is provided to the public through http://dopravniinfo.cz web pages.
The final aim of built Unified System of Traffic Information in the Czech Republic is publication or distribution of traffic information. This information about all types of events increases traffic safety on all roads in the
Czech Republic.

The traffic information from the NTIC is also displayed in the information systems of dispatchers of the health
rescue services and other components of the crisis management to optimize the access routes at rescue events.
National Traffic Information Centre includes three
major subsystems with related functions:
• dispatcher supervision,
• traffic control,
• traffic and control information.
• Further subsystems include:
• system management,
• analytic applications for traffic engineers.
3.1.1. Current range of provided information

3. Traffic information centres
The hierarchy of traffic information processing and
providing is represented in the Czech Republic by the following items:
• National traffic information centre in Ostrava,
• Regional traffic information centres in Prague and Brno.

3.1. National Traffic Information Centre
(NTIC)
The NTIC workplace works seven days a week, 24
hours a day, within the framework of the Unified System of Traffic Information for the CR, in close cooperation with the CR Police, Fire Brigade, health rescue services, road administrators, road administration authorities, operators of the town traffic information centres,
tunnel control centres, operators of telematic applications and others. The NTIC collects processes and verifies the traffic information on accidents, closures, vehicle fires, faulty traffic lights, road negotiability or weather.
The NTIC also controls the traffic through the telematic
applications on the CR motorways.
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The traffic information from the National Traffic Information Centre is published on the web pages of the
Road and Motorway Directorate of the Czech Republic in
the section of traffic information. This information is divided into categories (see below) and is related to concrete
motorway or concrete region. It is usually the information
about 1st Class roads and 2nd Class roads.
Road closures
Information about motorways and highways closures
is provided to Centres of Administration and Maintenance of Motorways and Centres of Administration and Maintenance of Roads with Limited Access on the basis of actual road works. Information is registered within the framework of the Unified System of Traffic Information for
the CR (central registry of closures).
Central Registry of Closures (CEU) includes data about events within the highway and motorway road network
in the entire Czech Republic area. Users can easily gain information about roads with traffic limitations in the country, regions and districts.
Road negotiability
Dispatchers distribute the information about winter road negotiability to road administrators in the whole Czech Republic. This information is assigned actually at
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every weather change or practicability conditions and periodically every day in the standard time between 3 and 5
hours, 7 and 8 hours, 14 and 15 hours and between 18 and
20 hours. The information contains a weather report, road
surface status and recommendation for practicability of the
roads in a given region or in a given stretch of motorway
and highway. The service is working only in the winter time.
Actual weather state
The information about meteorological conditions contains actual weather state in the location of relevant road weather station on concrete motorway or some highways. The
information contains the air temperature, road temperature, classification of road surface status and potential rainfalls.
Traffic accidents
The information about traffic accidents, traffic barriers, vehicles fires and other traffic restrictions is entered by a constituent operating centre of the CR Police in the regions and districts. The CR Police perform accident’s location using GPS
devices directly during the on-site investigation. Accident place coordinates are then entered into the Uniform Traffic Accident Location system. The software locates the place on the
map and provides further data for exact accident location.
Closed-circuit television (CCTV) camera
So far the closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras
catch periodically update static pictures from the camera
system only on the motorways (D1 and D8). The system
cameras are static as well as mobile and transfer pictures
from sections of long-term closures.
Information boards
Information boards are installed on motorways (D1
and D8) and highway (R35) and display the state of traffic
situation on the next section of the road. This is information about traffic accidents, traffic barriers, vehicle fires,
maintenance works, meteorological conditions. The travel
time information is displayed on the motorway D8, too.

4. Possibility of traffic
information evaluation
importance and influence
of information on the
reliability of transport
in terms of reducing
potential risks
The traffic information centre is an information system integrating and processing the current traffic information from different sources. After that the traffic information centre provides traffic information by media to the
general public. The traffic information supports person’s
decision pre- trip and on-trip. Those decisions allow moving from place A to place B as fast, as comfortably, and as
cheaply as possible. On the other side the traffic information improves the infrastructure utilization.
The usefulness of the information provided through
the NTIC information system may be demonstrated using
the diagram of risk. The situation without utilization of information provided before the trip and during the trip is
evaluated there. This is a situation where neither the driver
nor the operator has any information about the route capacity with regard to meeting the delivery time.
Table 1. Results of undesirable situation
Results of undesirable
situation (C)

C1

increase in transportation costs

C2

the transport time overrun, delay in
delivery time

C3

the transport time overrun and
carriage by a replacement vehicle

C4

failure of carriage

Table 2. Information request mode
Information request
mode (F)
starting
point for risk
reduction

F1

A single information request

F2

Information requested continuously

Table 3. Avoiding an undesirable situation
Avoiding an undesirable
situation (P)

P1

possible under certain conditions

P2

almost impossible

Table 4. Undesirable situation frequency
C
F
P
W

results of undesirable situation
request information mode
avoiding of undesirable situation
undesirable situation frequency

--no measure
a
no special measure
b
only one measure is inadequate
1,2,3,4 levels of risk

Undesirable situation
frequency (W)

W1

very low

W2

low

W3

relatively high

Fig. 2. Diagram of risk
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starting
point for risk
reduction

starting
point for risk
reduction

C
F
P
W

results of undesirable situation
request information mode
avoiding of undesirable situation
undesirable situation frequency

--no measure
a
no special measure
b
only one measure is inadequate
1,2,3,4 levels of risk

Fig. 3. Diagram of risk for example 1

C
F
P
W

--no measure
a
no special measure
b
only one measure is inadequate
1,2,3,4 levels of risk

results of undesirable situation
request information mode
avoiding of undesirable situation
undesirable situation frequency

Fig. 4. Diagram of risk for example 2

4.1. Diagram of risk
The diagram of risk is a qualitative method for determination of the level of risk. The level of risk determines the necessity
of taking measures to improve the reliability of transport. This
measure is the use of information provided through NTIC.
The diagram of risk contains a number of parameters,
which together characterize the basic features of undesirable situation [3]:
• results of undesirable situation (C),
• information request mode (F),
• avoiding an undesirable situation (P),
• undesirable situation frequency (W).
The following categories of risk parameters (see tables
1-4) are defined to determine the level of risk.
For option P1 (avoiding an undesirable situation is possible under certain conditions) all the following conditions must be satisfied:
• the possibility of alerting drivers of the presence of undesirable situation,
• the possibility of undesirable situation prevention,
• sufficient time to prevent an undesirable situation.
Table 5. Classification of individual risk parameters for example 1

Diagram of risk for the above mentioned parameters is
shown in fig. 2. Using of risk parameters C, F, P leads to one
of the eight outputs. Each of these outputs is mapped into one
of three scales (W1, W2 and W3). Each value of this scale determines the level of risk. Level of risk determines the necessity of taking measure to improve the reliability of transport.
The method is used in the following practical examples.
Example 1
Neither the driver nor the operator has any information about the closure of a section of transport route during the planning of transport (before the trip). Classification of individual risk parameters for this example is
shown in Table 5 and diagram of risk in fig. 3.
Fig. 3 shows that the situation reaches the level of risk
1 – it is necessary to take a measure to improve the reliability of transport.
Example 2
The driver or the operator has information about the
closure of a section of transport route. This information
is provided through the NTIC information system during
the planning of transport (before the trip). Classification
Table 6. Classification of individual risk parameters for example 2

Risk parameters

Cat.

Explanation

Risk parameters

Cat.

Explanation

Results of undesirable
situation (C)

C2

The transport time overrun, delay in
delivery time (C2).

Results of undesirable
situation (C)

C1

Increase in transportation costs (C1).

Information request
mode (F)

F1

During the planning of transport
(before the trip) the information is
requested by a single [driver] (F1).

Information request
mode (F)

F1

During the planning of transport
(before the trip) the information is
requested by a single [driver] (F1).

Avoiding an undesirable
situation (P)

P2

Almost impossible (P2).

Avoiding an undesirable
situation (P)

P1

Possible under certain conditions
(P1).

Undesirable situation
frequency (W)

W2

Low (W2).

Undesirable situation
frequency (W)

W2

Low (W2).
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F
P
W

--no measure
a
no special measure
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only one measure is inadequate
1,2,3,4 levels of risk

results of undesirable situation
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avoiding of undesirable situation
undesirable situation frequency

Fig. 5. Diagram of risk for example 3

C
F
P
W

--no measure
a
no special measure
b
only one measure is inadequate
1,2,3,4 levels of risk

results of undesirable situation
request information mode
avoiding of undesirable situation
undesirable situation frequency

Fig. 6. Diagram of risk for example 4

of individual risk parameters for this example is shown in
Table 6 and diagram of risk in fig. 4.
Fig. 4 shows that the situation does not require any
measure. The use of information about the closure of a
transport route section results in improvement in the reliability of transport.

Classification of individual risk parameters for this example is shown in Table 8 and diagram of risk in fig. 6.
Fig. 6 shows that the situation does not require any
measure. The use of information about the closure of a
transport route section results in significant improvement
in the reliability of transport.

Example 3
The driver is on the way and the recipient is informed
about the delivery time but neither the driver nor the operator has any information about the closure of a transport route
section. Classification of individual risk parameters for this
example is shown in Table 7 and diagram of risk in fig. 5.
Fig. 5 shows that the situation reaches the level of risk
2 – it is very necessary to take a measure to improve the reliability of transport.

Example 5
The driver is on the way and the recipient is informed
about the delivery time but neither the driver nor the operator has any information about black ice on the route.
Classification of individual risk parameters for this example is shown in Table 9 and diagram of risk in fig. 7.
Fig. 7 shows that the situation reaches the highest level
of risk 4 – it is essential to take a measure to improve the
reliability of transport.

Example 4
The driver is on the way and the recipient is informed
about the delivery time and the driver or the operator has
information about the closure of a transport route section. This information is provided through the NTIC information system during the transport (during the trip).

Example 6
The driver is on the way and the recipient is informed
about the delivery time and the driver has information
about black ice on the route. This information is provided
through the NTIC information system during the transport (during the trip). Classification of individual risk

Table 7. Classification of individual risk parameters for example 3

Table 8. Classification of individual risk parameters for example 4

Risk parameters

Cat.

Explanation

Risk parameters

Cat.

Explanation

Results of undesirable
situation (C)

C2

The transport time overrun, delay in
delivery time (C2).

Results of undesirable
situation (C)

C1

Increase in transportation costs (C1).

Information request
mode (F)

F2

During the transport (during the
trip) the information is requested
continuously (F2).

Information request
mode (F)

F1

During the planning of transport
(before the trip) the information is
requested by a single [driver] (F1).

Avoiding an undesirable
situation (P)

P2

Almost impossible (P2).

Avoiding an undesirable
situation (P)

P1

Possible under certain conditions
(P1).

Undesirable situation
frequency (W)

W2

Low (W2).

Undesirable situation
frequency (W)

W2

Low (W2).
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a
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results of undesirable situation
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Fig. 7. Diagram of risk for example 5

C
F
P
W

--no measure
a
no special measure
b
only one measure is inadequate
1,2,3,4 levels of risk

results of undesirable situation
request information mode
avoiding of undesirable situation
undesirable situation frequency

Fig. 8. Diagram of risk for example 6

parameters for this example is shown in Table 10 and diagram of risk in fig. 8.
Fig. 8 shows that the situation reaches the level of risk
1. The use of information about black ice on the route results in significant improvement in the reliability of transport.
Examples 1-6 illustrate the possibility of importance
of traffic information evaluation and influence of information on the reliability of transport in terms of potential risks reduction.

5. Conclusion
Congestions are rife in the cities but road building in
many cases is unrealistic. That is why there are telematic
applications and the traffic information centre where the
information is gathered from different sources, processed,
integrated and distributed to the public. Traffic information helps the drivers before and during the trip. It is beneficial for road administrators, too, because it supports

Table 9. Classification of individual risk parameters for example 5

simple and efficient entering of planned and emergency
road closures into the unified system. Mutual coordination of roads closing is significantly simpler. The use of
traffic information leads to the increase in traffic continuity, congestion reduction, increase in road traffic safety and reduction of attendance time for vehicles of joint
rescue service.
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Table 10. Classification of individual risk parameters for example 6

Risk parameters

Cat.

Explanation

Risk parameters

Cat.

Explanation

Results of undesirable
situation (C)

C4

Black ice on the route may cause an
accident (failure of carriage –C4).

Results of undesirable
situation (C)

C2

The transport time overrun, delay in
delivery time (C2).

Information request
mode (F)

F2

During the transport (during the
trip) the information is requested
continuously (F2).

Information request
mode (F)

F2

During the transport (during the
trip) the information is requested
continuously (F2).

Avoiding an undesirable
situation (P)

P2

Almost impossible (P2).

Avoiding an undesirable
situation (P)

P1

Possible under certain conditions
(P1).

Undesirable situation
frequency (W)

W2

Low (W2).

Undesirable situation
frequency (W)

W2

Low (W2).
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ABSTRACT
Transport Research Knowledge Centre (TRKC) is a project of the European Commission’s Directorate
General for Energy and Transport (DG TREN) and is funded under FP6. The primary aim of TRKC is
to disseminate and promote the results of transport research activities at European and national level.
It also illustrates how transport research programmes and projects help to develop guidelines and innovative tools to support European transport policy for sustainable mobility.
KEYWORDS: TRKC, transport research, projects, programmes

1. Introduction

2. The aim of TRKC

The TRKC is a Specific Support Action under the 6th
Framework Programme and succeeds the Extra (19992001) and EXTR@Web (2002-2006) projects. It kicked off
in early 2008 and public activities on the TRKC website
are currently being relaunched. The Transport Research
Knowledge Centre (TRKC) project (2007-2010) is an EU
(DG-TREN) supported co-ordinated action under the
Sixth Framework Programme for Research and Development (FP6). It is designed to raise awareness of the outputs
of transport research at European, national and international levels and to provide analyses on how these can be
utilised to stimulate innovation in transport and to shape
European transport policy for sustainable mobility. To this
end the TRKC collects, structures and analyses transport
research results from across the European Research Area
and disseminates the gained knowledge through the dedicated TRKC web portal. It is co-ordinated by GOPA-Cartermill (Belgium). Other consortium members are IABG
(Germany), Egis Mobilité (France), the University of
Rome – DITS (Italy), the University of Leeds – ITS (UK)
and CDV – Transport Research Centre (Czech Republic).

The project attempts to collect, structure, analyse and disseminate transport research results, covering
not only EU supported but also nationally financed research in the ERA (European Research Area). TRKC
disseminates research information primarily via the
website www.transport-research.info, which comprises
a searchable database of transport research programmes, projects, results, analyses, events and links. It also
features a user helpdesk and an e-newsletter. In addition, the project provides thematic analysis papers and
policy brochures, which are available on the TRKC website for download.
The overarching goal of the TRKC is to disseminate
and promote the results of transport research conducted
in the Framework Programmes and more widely in the
European Research Area.
To achieve this goal, the TRKC’s three key objectives are:
• to enhance and maintain the web-based TRKC, providing structured and timely access to both detailed and
summary information on European, national and international transport research activities and their results,
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• to provide focused aggregated analysis of transport research results against a thematic structure and emerging policy priorities,
• to stimulate innovation in transport by accelerating
the application of research results through extended
networking among the main stakeholders.
The Transport Research Knowledge Centre is setting
up a broad Support Network of interested transport research stakeholders from all over Europe who would like to
contribute to the success of the Transport Research Knowledge Centre.

3. Database of transport
research programmes
and projects
TRKC is a free service aimed at ensuring that results
of publicly funded research projects are properly disseminated and that end users (researchers, academia,
industry, administrations and policy makers, transport
and infrastructure operators, the media, etc) have access to a comprehensive source of relevant and up-todate information on transport research. The major part
of the TRKC website comprises a database of transport
research programmes and projects. The data for these is
collected in Programme Forms and Project Forms. For
this reason a project is defined as a research action or
series of actions which produces results and (normally)
has a final report. It may be publicly or privately funded, or self-funded by the organisation carrying out the
work. It may be undertaken by a single entity or a consortium. A large project (such as certain European projects in FP6 and FP7) may contain several sub-projects.
TRKC only considers projects whose results are in the
public domain (or mostly in the public domain). Clearly there is no value in including projects whose results are confidential. A programme is then described
as a group of projects that are funded (or partly funded) under a common structure. Examples of programmes are FP5, FP6 and FP7 of the European Commission, national research programmes funded by ministries or government agencies, or internal programmes
of research institutes. Large programmes may have several sub-programmes. Ad-hoc projects which are funded by the same institution but not as part of a formal
programme (e.g. the Ministry of Transport in a given
country) are referred by TRKC as “informal programmes”. Note that a programme itself does not generate
results although it can collate and disseminate the results of its constituent projects.
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4. Focus of transport
research projects
and programmes
TRKC focuses on EU programmes and projects, national programmes and projects in Europe (EU Member States,
Candidate Countries and also Associated Countries such as
Switzerland, Norway and Iceland). Given the limited resources (as the project’s focus is on EU research), coverage at national level is selective. The key focus are the projects which
are able to fill research gaps identified at European level, as
well as major national and international initiatives of European interest. Note that national initiatives which also receive
partial funding under EU programmes should not be included, as this is included under the EU data collection which is
being conducted by the TRKC core partners. Transport research projects and programmes should focus primarily on socio-economic research which addresses policy goals such as
efficiency, economic aspects, the environment, safety, security, user aspects, accessibility or equity. Technological projects
are a secondary focus (as results are often more specialised,
situation-specific and hence less transferable to other contexts and sometimes confidential). Projects such as feasibility
studies (e.g. for a new road or other transport infrastructure)
should not be included as this is not strictly research. Also,
projects whose results are entirely or mostly confidential should not be included. All programme and project forms are
completed in English. TRKC is an English language service
only, due to the fact that almost all EU projects are carried
out in that language, and also because the scope and budget of the project do not permit the creation of a multilingual
portal. Final reports are however uploaded in whichever language(s) they are written and links may be to websites in different languages. The project form includes fields for results
and policy implications. If the project is ongoing and there
are no results yet, these sections can be left blank and added
once the project is finished.
We can find following categories among the Project
Profiles:
• short profiles, which comprise basic information only,
such as the project acronym and name (including English translation where the original name is in another
language), the programme to which it belongs, and at
least one valid means of contact (usually an email, but
postal address and telephone/fax details are also included where readily available, and project website if there is one), as well as thematic labelling,
• standard profiles without results, which comprise, in
addition to the above, the project dates and descriptions of the background, objectives and methodology
and a list of project partners and their countries,
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• full profiles with results and technical and/or policy
implications sections completed, which are accompanied by the project’s final report where this is available and public.

5. Clients’ and stakeholders’
needs
TRKC aims to provide a service to the research community, policy makers, industry and other stakeholders
and it is therefore paramount that the project’s outputs
are both used and are seen as useful. Apart from the usual stakeholders, contractors and clients, this project will
seek support from several groups of stakeholders including Transport research programme managers, Transport
research project coordinators, TRKC Support Network of
stakeholders and Focus Group(s).
In regard to the immediate client, DGTREN, the complexity of the project requires a different and more far reaching level of institutional support than most other projects. Within DGTREN, TRKC has been under the responsibility of Unit G3 until end 2008, and has then been
moved to D2 as of 1 January 2009. However, specific project requirements stretch far beyond the sphere of influence of Unit G3 or D2 within DGTREN, and partly even
into other Directorates-General (e.g. collection and validation of FP6 project data and analysis, IT support for website updates, etc.).
The project serves an extremely large and heterogeneous group of clients and end users with distinctly different
requirements. These requirements are based on a variety
of contractual agreements and on largely differing expectations. Consequently, the means and tools to fulfil these
expectations and requirements, the relations to these groups as well as the means and criteria to assess their satisfaction should be separately controlled.
For that reason, the clients have been broken down
into four major groups:
• the contractual client, DGTREN,
• the internal clients comprising the consortium’s partners and their subcontractors,
• other contributors to the project, including the Support Network and Focus Group members, members
of the pilot cases, and persons involved in European or
national programmes or projects who provide inputs
such as project/programme information (e.g. via the
Reporting Scheme) or validation,
• the anonymous end users to gain from the project’s
outputs.
A matrix stating the expectations and the criteria to assess the satisfaction of each client group has been developed
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subsequent to the user requirement survey, the acceptance
of the draft dissemination strategy and the availability of
results of the first workshops in the pilot areas (in the end
of 2007). This matrix is part of the Dissemination Strategy.
The satisfaction of all client groups is systematically assessed and evaluated as part of the evaluation exercise.
DGTREN is a key stakeholder. Apart from the institutionalised communication, the project manager meets
regularly upon need with the task manager of the project
to discuss daily management issues, project progress, outputs in draft or final form, and any other item of relevance
for the project. During such meetings, reflections on the
satisfaction of the client are also gathered, although in an
ad hoc and informal way.
A key criterion for the satisfaction of DGTREN is the
acceptance of all contractually requested deliverables, including the formal reports, which reflect on achievements
and problems of the past six months and provide an outlook on the forthcoming reporting period. The provision of
feedback on deliverables and other outputs is a key responsibility of DGTREN. As many deliverables, which
are closely interlinked and which are impacting on further progress of other activities, DGTREN is required to
respond on these in a very timely, accurate and committing manner, not to hinder further project progress.
Input is strongly encouraged from persons responsible for
programmes or projects, on a voluntary basis. Such input is
considered to be in their own interests, as TRKC is effectively providing a free channel for them to promote and disseminate information on their activities to a wide audience. Input
mostly comprises the provision of project and programme information using the Reporting Scheme, but may also include
updates or corrections to information, submission of links or
information on events, etc. In addition, persons responsible for
national programmes may be requested to validate related outputs. Again, this delegated validation is entirely voluntary, but
in the interests of the programme coordinators in order to ensure that the information disseminated is fair and correct.

6. Support network
The TRKC Support Network is a platform for exchanging information and providing strategic advice, experiences
and new ideas – across national borders – to improve the dissemination of transport research results via the TRKC website. By joining the Support Network, you show your commitment to enhancing awareness of successful transport research,
shaping European transport policy and developing innovative tools to support sustainable mobility. As a Support Network
member you may be asked – always in accordance with your
particular background, knowledge, expertise and provenance – to give advice on TRKC’s strategic and awareness-raising
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activities, to facilitate access to transport research information
(at European, international, member state and institutional levels), to support, wherever possible, the TRKC consortium in
the collection of data, for instance by providing access to your
own transport research activity databases, to advise the TRKC
consortium on prioritising and selecting projects for analysis
where desired, to advise on particular user needs and provide
feedback, to facilitate and multiply the TRKC’s dissemination
and awareness-raising activities, for instance by promoting the
TRKC through newsletters, national events etc. or to peer-review thematic publications.
In this way, you will be able to actively influence TRKC
activities, enjoy early access to data and information, link with
your own information bases for the mutual benefit, promote
your own research results and best practice projects through
the TRKC, and establish a link to your own website from the
TRKC site. A list of TRKC Support Network members will
be highlighted on the TRKC website. Membership is open to
individuals, institutions or organisations that are committed
to provide a tangible contribution to the Transport Research
Knowledge Centre and its goals. The TRKC particularly encourages representatives from the various transport stakeholder communities to join the Support Network:
• European Commission,
• Member states’ ministries and programme management bodies,
• Industry and professional associations,
• Research institutes and Universities,
• Networks of Excellence and Thematic Platforms,
• Transport research initiatives or projects,
• Transport research organisations,
• International organisations,
• Media.
The Support Network operates as a virtual assembly, mainly through email. An internet based discussion forum might be
installed at a later stage. In addition, the TRKC might invite individuals to specific workshop-type Focus Group meetings for
clearly defined subjects. Please fill out and send the application
form with as many details as possible so that others can gain
inspiration. If you have any questions regarding the Transport
Research Knowledge Centre or the process of joining the Support Network, please do not hesitate to contact us.

7. International & national
programme & project
profiles
The scope of the national and international research
programmes and projects are those which are of European relevance and interest but are not funded by EU
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institutions, and, where appropriate, key national projects
outside Europe. The scope of national data collection is
the ERA countries (the 27 EU Member States, plus associated EEA countries and candidate countries for EU accession). Four countries: France, Germany, Italy and the
Czech Republic, are covered by core project partners. For
most other countries (particularly smaller countries where
national transport research activity is more modest), input
comes from the TRKC Support Network, which consists
of national FP7 Programme Committee members, representatives of national research programmes, etc.
At the project level, project co-ordinators themselves
are encouraged to submit their project and result information. It is in the interests of both programme and project co-ordinators that their action is properly disseminated through the TRKC. Also, the best way of ensuring
that information is correct and up-to-date is if it comes
directly from a responsible person within the programme or project in question. A limited pool of resources
has however been allowed for subcontracting and geographic subcontractors have therefore been selected for a
limited number of countries, where there is a significant
number of projects and programmes and hence a greater potential for updating and collection of new material. The subcontractors are given targets in terms of quantity of forms provided (programmes and projects) as
well as the quality of the information provided. These are
set and agreed individually with each subcontractor depending on the national situation. Note that target projects are agreed with the TRKC project in advance and
that projects should not be selected just because they are
easy to get information for.

8. User feedback surveys
There was a conclusion achieved that only questionnaires on the web shall be used, as they already were used
in the past: either short pop-up surveys or an email sent
to e-bulletin subscribers containing a link to a website with a more comprehensive questionnaire. Both these methods also elicited low response rates (37, 43 and
82 responses for each of the three online questionnaires conducted by EXTR@Web and 88 responses for the
TRKC web questionnaire in 2007).
It would appear that better quality results would be
gained by contacting a smaller sample of persons who
use the TRKC at least occasionally and either conducting a semi-directive telephone survey or perhaps organising a seminar at a major conference or event whereby the TRKC and its outputs are explained and the site
demonstrated in front of a small audience, followed by
a question and discussion session.
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Pop-up questionnaire surveys on the website can
help us to understand how many visitors to the website
are looking for something in particular (i.e. the core users
which are the target of the TRKC) and how many are “just
surfing” or visiting out of curiosity. Previous pop-ups
have elicited very low response rates (the last one in the
EXTR@Web project had 54 responses, which were split almost evenly between people looking for specific information and those who were not). A further pop-up is planned during 2009 and it is recommended that this question
(“Why are you visiting this site?”) be included in it. The
geographical spread of visitors shows a reasonable balance, with increased numbers from the New Member States,
although efforts are required to increase awareness in these countries further in order to achieve a greater European
balance and greater interest in pan-European transport research activities in Central and Eastern Europe. The TRKC’s Dissemination Strategy for New Member States should help achieve this.
A further pop-up survey is planned towards the end
of the TRKC projects, although this will be very brief (3 or
4 questions) in order to encourage a reasonable response
rate. It is also recommended that feedback be collected on
an ad-hoc basis and recommendations/suggestions centralised and assessed. Such a basis could include:
• Discussions with Support Network members and informally with colleagues involved in transport research,
• Promoting the use of the helpdesk email to receive
comments on the website and the public deliverables
(e.g. inclusion of a message in brochures and thematic research summaries to invite comments by email).

9. Website content
(availability
of programme, project
and result information
on the TRKC website)
The TRKC website has evolved substantially since the
beginning of the TRKC contract in February 2008. In particular, the site was re-launched in May 2008 with a new
look, enhanced search capabilities and increased content,
in particular the addition of information from the internal
project database spreadsheet.
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With the addition of eight new Programme Profile forms between February and June 2008, the number of
Programme Profiles available on the TRKC has risen from
253 at the end of the EXTR@Web project to 261 at present.
The number of full profiles with results has risen from
316 at the start of the project to 619 in July 2007 and the
number of project profiles without results has risen from
158 to 520 during this period. A key addition has been the
4 629 short profiles added since October 2007.
The great majority of short profiles (88% of them) relate to national projects, due to the considerable work in
project listing carried out in the EXTR@Web project. On
the other hand, 68% of project profiles and result summaries are for EU projects. The breakdown of result summaries for EU projects is 265 for FP4 (produced by EXTRA
and EXTR@Web), 139 for FP5 (produced by EXTR@Web
and TRKC), 8 for FP6 (produced by TRKC) and 11 for
other EU projects (produced by EXTR@Web and TRKC).
The number of FP6 result summaries available online will
increase rapidly in the near future as this is the current
priority focus of the project.

10. Web traffic statistics
for the TRKC website
The number of visits to the site has increased overall and
is at a creditable level. However it is not known how this compares with other comparable sites such as CORDIS/ICT Results. It should be borne in mind that simply the number of
hits cannot be taken as a reliable indicator of the real use of
the site: as with most websites, the average length of a visit is
short (1-2 minutes). Although peaks in visits occur after the
sending of an e-newsletter, it could be assumed that the majority of these extra visits are “just surfing”, i.e. following the
link from the news bulletin to see what is on offer. Average
time spent on the site varies from 2.5 to 4.5 minutes and 45%
of visitors only view one page. On the other hand, over 40%
of the visitors visit more than three pages, which suggests that
this visitor segment is fully exploiting the information and search tools available on the TRKC.
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ABSTRACT
Paper presents new method how to share and process the sensitive data distributed in different databases. It is typical for ITS area that data elements are stored and managed by different public/private
organizations located on different places. On the other hand a lot of telematics applications are based
on the connections and further processing of shared data elements. This fact yields into requirements
for new dynamical electronic identifiers that protect communication channel against sensitive information connection. We present the basic concept of application of dynamical identifiers together with
illustrative example applicable for e-Government part of ITS.
KEYWORDS: electronic identiﬁcation in ITS, safe access control, dynamic identiﬁers

1. Introduction
We identified the request for better solution of access
control into sensitive data elements [1, 2] that are spatially
distributed in different organizations. We can assume that
data elements only from one database can not carry sensitive information but the problem of “big brother” appears in case two or more data elements from different databases are connected.
As an example, we can use two different databases – in
one database are stored data elements about car owners,
and in second one the data about cars. In both databases
we can use generated “artificial” identifiers pointed out on
different data elements. Both databases can be separately
used for statistics of car owners’ age in different regions,
cities, time series of luxury car penetration, etc. But only
knowledge of rule how to generate identifiers in both databases can provide us with information how to connect
both databases and only this knowledge yields into problem that e.g. somebody knows that I am the owner of this
type of luxury car.
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We try to overcome this problem and we present the method how to protect the data connection in both databases
and also in communication channel. Our original solution
combines the fix- and dynamical identifiers where dynamical identifiers are time dependent. In chapter 2 we introduce
the basic principle of safe access control system into distributed databases. Chapter 3 covers illustrative example from ITS
area in e-Government and chapter 4 concludes paper.

2. Basic principles of safe
access control system
Basic principle of safe access control system into distributed databases is given on fig.1. We can define following main parts:
• A – spatially distributed databases (in fig.1 there are
two databases with indexes j, k)
• B – safe access control area with fix- and dynamical
identification modules
• C – ITS applications using the data from spatially distributed databases (in fig.1 there two application x and y)
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• D – dynamical and communication system that is responsible for safe data transmission between spatially
distributed databases and ITS applications.
The first principle, necessary for data from different
databases connection, yields into fix data identification
provided in subsystem (3). This approach can also be named as “unified databases synchronization” because we
start with generation of unique fix identifier (3.1) for all
connected data elements stored in different databases.
The same identifier for all databases is not safe and databases connection is in this case very easy. It is the reason why we extended unique fix identifier (3.1) into different fix identifiers assigned to different databases. This
principle enables us to store data elements assigned into
same event in different databases with different identifiers.
It means that only authorized person who knows unique
fix identifier (3.1) and algorithm how to generate different
fix identifiers (3.2) can connect data elements from two
or more databases. The generation function of fix identifiers (3.2) must be one-directional – it means, that it is not
possible to mathematically generate unique fix identifier
(3.1) based only on knowledge of all fix identifiers (3.2).
The set of fix identifiers assigned to different databases
can protect information connection but there is serious problem – communication message monitoring. If somebody will listen to on transmitted messages through information and communication system (D) sooner or later he is able
to reconstruct “static table” of different databases’ identifiers
that enable him the connection of sensitive data elements.
We add into subsystem (B) also module for dynamical identification that generate dynamical identifiers (4.1)
that are time dependent. It means that each data transaction through communication channel (D) is realized with
help of different identifiers that are valid only in time of
A. Databases
1. Database No. j

1.1 Database
Identifier

B. Safe Access Control

C. ITS applications

3. Fix-identification
3.1 Generator of fix
identifiers

Data (j)

3.2 Generator of fix
databases identifiers
Identifier -j

Data -j (i)

4. Dynamic identification

2. Database No. k

4.1 – Dyn. identifier

2.1 Database
Identifier

Identifier -k

Data (k)

Data -k(i)

D. Information and communication

Fig.1. Diagram of the safe access control system into distributed
databases
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transaction. No message monitoring in channel (D) can
break this safety principle because we cannot reconstruct
“dynamic table” of different databases’ identifiers.
Technically we must guarantee the synchronization
of dynamical identifier generator (4.1) with databases access points (1.2), (2.2) and application access points (5.1),
(6.1). Databases’ access point must transform dynamical identifiers (4.1) into fix databases’ identifiers (3.2), select requested data elements, assigned to them dynamical identifiers (4.1) and send them through channel (D).
Dynamical access point in ITS applications connect
data from different databases and if the ITS application is
authorized to process the connected information the requested information is given to ITS application. The provided data transactions are continuously monitored and
each data request and response is recorded.

3. Illustrative example
We would like to show the applicability of the new safe
access control system into different databases on practical
example of e-Government system in the Czech Republic.
ITS area is planned to be integral part of e-Government
information and telecommunication system. For a lot of
ITS applications there is necessary to use private sensitive
data of inhabitants – e.g. car owners, toll collection data,
car licence plates, etc. It is supposed that personal data will
be stored in one database, car licence plates in second database, car owners’ data in third database, insurance data
in fourth database, etc. Each database can be used because
identifiers do not carry information about persons.
Only selected ITS applications should connect above
mentioned data and make their processing. For example,
we can check through ITS application if driver is authorized to drive, if all insurance and financial liabilities of selected person are settled, if the driver is also car owner, etc.
How to overcome the “Big brother” problem?
For the ITS applications mentioned above fixed, unique identifier assigned into person is used (we call the unique personal number ZIFO– this number is assigned into
each person). The set of fix identifiers are generated from
unique ZIFO number with help of generating algorithm –
for each database or application the fix identifiers assigned
into ZIFO number are used. We call the set of fix identifiers AIFO numbers – for first database/application we
have fix identifier AIFO(1), for second database AIFO(2),
etc. So we achieve the “static table” of AIFO identifiers generated from unique ZIFO numbers and assigned into different spatially distributed databases or applications.
The new principle of safe access control yields into dynamical component extension (time dependency) and encryption. We can assume that we have two databases (or
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similarly ITS applications) x and y, where x-database use
AIFO(x) set of identifiers and y-database AIFO(y) set of
identifiers. There is request for subsystem (B) for connection of both databases’ identifiers – it means the transformation of identifiers AIFO(x) into AIFO(y) in safe way.
This typical task is settled in subsystem (B) by two request
and response messages.
1. Request message:
Z1 = EK (AIFO(x) ll Ti, KAx, KAy)
where:
EK = symmetric encryption with key K
Ti = clock state in time of message request
KAx, KAy = identification of x- and y-databases
AIFO(x) ll Ti = x-database identifier with link to request time
After receiving the request by system (B), the message
Z1 is decoded, AIFO(x) is read and „static table” of identifiers (3.2 on fig.1) is used to generate AIFO(y). The requested AIFO(y) is sent to ITS application in following message form:

4. Conclusion
We presented the first approach into safe access control system into spatially distributed databases. This very
new area is theoretically and also practically interesting
and can contribute into overcoming very popular, known
and discussed “big brother” problem.
It is evident that future development of ITS applications will bring the request for storing and processing
more and more data sets. The researchers should concentrate their effort not only to develop new and new applications but also on the problem of safe access control into
personal or sensitive data and on the methods of future
management of sensitive data processing.
Dynamical identifiers can partly cover this gap and
protect the sensitive information against communication
channel monitoring by unauthorized person. This approach is now analyzed and tested in newly created “e-Ident
laboratory” at Faculty of Transportation Sciences (www.eIdent.cz) within project 2A-2TP1/108 supported by Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Czech Republic.
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2. Response message:
Z2 = EK (AIFO(y) ll Ti, ll Tj, KAy, KAx)
where :
EK = symmetric encryption with key K
Ti = clock state in time of message request
Tj = clock state in time of message response
KAx, KAy = identification of x- and y-databases
AIFO(y) ll Ti ll Tj = y-database identifier with link to
request and response time
From the example mentioned above it is evident that
there exists unique key generated only for one transaction
because it is time dependent. The protocol Z1, Z2 was defined only in theoretical level but it came from Hughes
variant of Diffie-Hellman protocol of key exchange. The
extended variant of this approach can be efficient also for
three or more users. It enables multi-connections among
the system (B), set of databases (A) and also set of ITS applications (C). The presented multi-points communication is safe and unique for each transaction and fulfill the
requested safety requirements [3,4].
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents technical and formal aspects of the development and implementation of the
ERTMS Regional. The main purpose of building the ERTMS Regional system is to create an ERTMSbased system which is maximally fitted to low-density lines. This paper presents differences between
the specifications of ERTMS and ERTMS Regional systems. The article includes a technical description as well as the principles of ERTMS Regional, a description of the first stage of implementation, as
well as an analysis of possible implementation of this system in Poland.
KEYWORDS: ERTMS, low density lines

1. Introduction
The amount of railroad infrastructure has been steadily
decreasing since early 1990s. Total mileage of operated lines in
1990 was approx. 24,100 km, whereas in 2006 it was only approx. 18,960, which means that in 16 years over 22% of railroad transportation was cancelled.
The condition of railroad infrastructure is deteriorating,
due to insufficient means for their repairs.
A comparison of changing scheduled speeds and distances operated with speed limitations prove that the infrastructure is depreciating.
Compared to 2000/2001 timetable:
• speed was increased on 4,476 km of tracks,
• speed was decreased on 13,151 km of tracks.
Quick progress in computer technologies, as well as
their widespread use in industrial automation systems sets
the direction of development for railroad control systems
and devices (RCS). On-station RCS devices ensure effective and safe movement of trains within the station. On
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railroad routes managed by PKP PLK S.A., relay (43,11%
of all devices) and mechanical (centralised 34,03%, key
11,45%) traffic control systems still dominate. Only 2,39%
of all posts are equipped with the latest generation of computer RCS systems. Electric slide devices (7,07%) and
computer relay devices (1,95%) are also in use.
The deteriorating condition of railroad infrastructure described above, as well as “dated” RCS devices force the infrastructure managers to make harder and harder decisions concerning modernization of their railroad lines.

2. Low-density lines
as a market for ERTMS
Regional in Poland
When discussing low-density lines, one should note
that, there is no good and unambiguous definition of a
low-density line. Simply speaking, it is a line, which is lightly loaded with traffic as compared to potential capacity of available tracks.
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Table 1. Structure of scheduled speeds
Speed Range

Rail lenght [km]

Percentage share

V ≥ 160 km/h

1 303

4,7%

120 ≥ V ≥ 160 km/h

4 177

15,2%

80 ≥ V ≥ 120 km/h

10 513

38,2%

40 ≥ V ≥ 80 km/h

9 779

35,5%

80 ≥ V ≥ 40 km/h

1 776

6,4%

Total

27 548

100%

As of 31.12.2006, PKP Polskie Linie Kolejowe S.A. managed 18,964 of railroad lines, including:
• main 4,249 km,
• primary 10,103 km,
• secondary 3,408 km,
• local 1,204 km.
Railroad lines listed above are described in a database of
railroad lines registry. This base is fundamental in determining
the size of the railroad network, that can be described as lowdensity. This base includes the whole railroad network, divided into 1,512 sections. Every section is described by numerous parameters. To determine the size of low-density market,
the main parameter to chose and group certain sections is the
traffic load of given section in both directions.
The assumptions characterising low-density lines – a traffic density of 12-15 trains per day, 3-5 on line at the same time,
no more than 2 trains per hour; mixed traffic; maximum speed
of 100 km/h – allow for first filtering of data. However, due to
the fact, that some sections, that comprise whole railroad lines,
have higher traffic density, a limitation of traffic density was instituted between 0 and 20. After applying this limitation we ended up with 839 sections. As we can see, the limitation applies
to almost a half of all lines.
In order to facilitate further analysis, the number of sections was grouped according to narrower brackets of traffic
density. Three ranges were chosen, with the following results:
• 454 lines with traffic density of 0,00 to 6,00 –total length
of 5,107 km;
• 270 lines with traffic density of 6,01 to 15,00 –total length
of 3,797 km;
• 115 lines with traffic density of 15,01 to 20,00 –total length
of 1,703 km;
Assumptions made when defining low-density lines

Fig.1. A percentage division of lines with given traffic density ranges.
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concerning traffic density on individual sections (12-15 trains
per day), would persuade us not to use the range of 0,00 to 6,00
in our further analyses. Such amount of haulage, combined
with technical condition of the infrastructure, causes rationalisation of property and, in some cases, motions are made to
cancel individual sections – in 2006 PKP Polskie Linie Kolejowe applied to cancel 34 sections of 554 km. The Ministry of
Transportation, as part of their project “Strategy for railroad
transportation until 2009”, whose aim it was to stop the tendency to limit the railroad network length, withheld the cancellation of these sections. To withhold the cancellation and
fulfil the purpose of the above project, i.e. avoid the destruction
of railroad infrastructure, PKP Polskie Linie Kolejowe S.A. can
conclude lease agreements for obsolete section with territorial
government units. Such revitalisation included 7 sections of
261 km in 2006.
When observing the growing interest of local governments in problems of transportation development, one should
expect an increase in haulage over the next few years in analysed sections as well as in sections that will soon be revitalised.
Due to this, further analyses will include 724 sections in
the range of 0,00 – 15,00, with total length of 8,904 km. These sections were grouped according to the length of individual
sections, as shown below.
The above analyses show, that the market of low-density
lines, with traffic density below 15 pairs of trains per day, includes 8,904 km. Such distance, which is 46.95% of all network
managed by PKP Polskie Linie Kolejowe S.A, stemming above
all from current decline in haulage, is the low-density network,
on which low-cost devices, such as ERTMS Regional system’s
devices, should be implemented.

3. The concept and purpose
of ERTMS Regional
The main purpose of ERTMS Regional system is to provide a low-cost solution for regional and local railroad lines,
while ensuring interoperability of cars with TEN lines equipped with ERTMS.
The need to use varied rolling stock on TEN network, both
on main and secondary lines, became the reason for building
the ETCS-LC systems, i.e. the low-cost ECTS system.
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1,10%

100,541

0,14%

6,49%

638,419

26,66%

50,28%
15,33%

0,00 - 5,00 km
5,01 - 10,00 km
10,01 - 40,00 km
40,01 - 70,00 km
70,01 - 100,00 km
powy ¿ej 100,01 km
Above

802,187

788,688

2.461,503

4.112,447

Fig.2. Division according to length.

Cars equipped with on-board ERTMS (ECTS and GSM
-R) systems should be able to operate on both TEN networks
(blue in illustration 1 above), and conventional lines (yellow).
That is why the ERTMS Regional system is an extension of
rail-side equipment with centralised control and GSM-R system for transmitting data between the traffic control centre
and on-site controllers along the line (steering and control: points, crossing devices, etc.). The Traffic Control Centre (TCC)
has integrated RBC (Radio Block Centre), CTC (Centralised
Traffic Control) and interlocking functions.
Analyses and calculations have shown, that ERTMS Regional can decrease the cost of traffic control on regional lines
by 20 to 30%. The key elements contributing to such saving are:
• reduced station personnel;
• less on-rail equipment than in classic ERTMS system, e.g.:
lack of need for total radio coverage, less base station, less
balis;
• significant decrease in number of rail-side signalling devices, or total abandonment of their use;
• lack of traditional points, blocks and crossings, as well as
cables needed for these systems. The control functions are
taken over by the TCC, using radio communication GSM
-R to control on-site controllers;
• lack of traditional track occupancy detection systems
(track circuits and axle counters will only be used in specified places with high manoeuvrability needs);
• standard ETCS Eurocab equipment.

•
•
•
•

and is a level 3 expansion of ERTMS\ETCS. This means,
among others, using an on-board odometer to determine train’s location. Control of train’s continuity may be more easily
executed in regional than in main lines. ERTMS Regional
allows for significant cost reductions, as there is no need for
traditional methods of rail occupancy and junction detection,
and GSM-R communication used for controlling infrastructural objects (such as junctions, crossings, etc.) reduced the need
for cable connections.

4. Functional requirements
for ERTMS Regional
The basic principle behind FRS ERTMS Regional is a detailed specification of functionality of a Traffic Control Centre,
including currently specified part concerning RBC, which includes a minimum set of requirements needed for interoperability in FRS ERTMS Regional.
During the specification process for ERTMS Regional,
there were numerous important questions concerning the 3rd
level of ETCS, so FRS ERTMS can also be used to prepare the
main specification for ETCS level 3.
FRS for ERTMS Regional describes mainly the Traffic
Control System for low-density lines. Requirements included
in FRS for ERTMS Regional are mainly concentrated on this
rail-side part of ERTMS/ETCS, that has not been described in
detail in an FRS specification for classic ERTMS/ETCS system.

The basic structure of ERTMS Regional is presented in fig 4.
ERTMS Regional consists of the following subsystems:
on-board equipment (ERTMS/ETCS+TIMS);
radio communication system (GSM-R);
Traffic Control Centre (TCC);
Object Control (OC);
Train
Ciągłość
pociągu
continuity

ECTS
Eurokabina
Eurocab
ETCS

Centrum
Traffic
Control
Sterowania
Centre
Ruchem

Eurobalisa
Eurobalise
Kontroler
obiektowy
On-site controller

Fig.3. Managing different trains on various railroad lines
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Fig.. Basic structure of ERTMS Regional
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FRS for ERTMS /ETCS was constructed in such a way, as to
ensure technical interoperability, while FRS for ERTMS Regional describes requirements concerning complete rail-side
equipment without changing the requirements for on-board
equipment included in ERTMS\ETCS specification.

5. Pilot implementation
of ERTMS Regional
In 2004 UIC agreed with Swedish railroad company Banverket (BV) to implement a pilot ERTMS Regional system.
When justifying their decision of choosing this railroad control system for Repbäcken-Malung line, BV listed the following
reasons: interoperability, lower cost of operation compared to
classic traffic control systems, increase in traffic capacity and
safety, as well as the fact, that ERTMS Regional is designed specifically for regional (low-density) lines, that currently use outdated, worn-out systems, that generate high maintenance costs, frequently relying on ATP phone announcement systems
without steering control.
The pilot line between Repbäcken and Malung is a non-electrified line with maximum speed of 90 km/h, 134 km
-long, without ATP/ATC systems, with 33 crossings, 5 stations and 9 train dispatchers and daily density of 16 trains. When creating a specification for ERTMS Regional, a
risk analysis was also performed, according to EN 50126
standard and FRS, GRS (General Requirement Specification) and RAMS specifications. Based on this risk assessment and the specifications listed above, the following documents were drawn: SRS (System Requirement Specification), SVP (System Validation Plan), RAMS specification,
DRS (Delta Requirement Specification).
Documents drawn by BV included: FRS, ARS (Architectural Requirement Specification), RAMS requirements.
ERTMS Regional implementation strategy adopted by BV
is based on ERTMS Class 1 specifications, so ERTMS on-board equipment was used unchanged. Development in ERTMS
Regional concentrates solely on changing rail-side equipment.
UIC and BV agreed, that all specifications, including technical and interface specifications will be made available by
UIC, but owned by BV.
Procedures of developing new systems also require a new
approach to safety assurance. But railroads are reluctant to
change the current development methods.
ERTMS Regional is a brand new way of railroad traffic management. Traffic safety is ensured mainly by radio communication and train detection. The system should be as simple as
possible, and as complex as the traffic conditions require. In
future, the system can be developed at level 3 of ETCS where
justified. ERTMS Regional is based on a brand new technical
and operational approach, therefore it needs new technical and
operational procedures to manage traffic based on this system.
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When drawing up the specification for ERTMS Regional
system, possible interrelations between the specifications of regional system and future level 3 ETCS system were considered. Some of them could be adopted by level 3 ETCS, while
some had to be described in detail in the specifications for level 3 ETCS system. In such case, specifications for ERTMS-R
system would serve as a preparation for partial requirements of
ERTMS/ETCS level 3 systems.
The implemented ERTMS Regional solution has low investment costs. The reasons for such low installation costs are:
lack of semaphore installations, minimised cable use, lack of
classic systems of occupancy and junction detection systems,
lack of classic trammels in stations. Projected return period in
10 years. According to the calculations and knowledge of Swedish railroads, approx. 20-30% of all European lines are regional lines qualifying for ERTMS Regional implementation.

6. Conclusion
Analyses have shown, that the low-density market in Poland includes 8,904 km of rails. This amounts to 46,95% of the
network managed by PKP Polskie Linie Kolejowe S.A.
When making key investment decisions concerning
modernisation, infrastructure manager for majority of lines
in given region shou
ld seek new solutions with low investment costs. Such
factors as cost reduction achieved by the lack of semaphores, minimised cable use, lack of classic occupancy and
junction detection systems, lack of classic trammels in stations, combined with “quick” investment return, should point to ERTMS Regional as a dedicated system for low-density market.
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ABSTRACT
This article presents the problem of safety of transmission in complex railroad traffic control systems.
Modern solutions used in railroad traffic control allow for using all current means of transmission. The
need to secure such transmissions is a complex issue in need of constant revision.
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1. Introduction
Traffic control system in currently used applications
consists of a superior control device and executive devices. Executive devices are merely mediating in information gathering and controlling the transmitters that constitute current outputs. The software for these devices includes just the security features, such as displaying the red
light when communication with the superior computer
is lost or an emergency situation arises (such as a burned
bulb). The concept of decentralised systems relies on assigning some basic algorithms to peripheral drivers, in order to accelerate the reaction when transmission between
the driver and the superior computer is lost, and to relieve
the central computer.
Solutions based on PLC drivers are currently used in secondary German railroads, where SIL 2 (safety integrity level) is required, while the parameters of railroad traffic are limited. These are mainly commuter and regional trains (according to internal German railroad regulations). It is a starting point for using PLC drivers in applications with SIL4 safety, as the drivers themselves can satisfy SIL4 requirements,
yet they do not have to when combines with software.
Issued described herein will relate to the possibility
of using integrated programming environments to build
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software for decentralised railroad traffic control systems
and to secure the network infrastructure against interference from unauthorised people.

2. Decentralised system
The idea behind this system is to decentralise data-gathering devices and partially decentralise the superior layer of management. The concept of layered system is based
on SCADA systems, but limitations had to be introduced
to the starting assumptions for security purposes. Example diagram of system structure is presented in fig. 1.
Current systems have only used drivers as elements of
information-gathering and executive layer. The possibility
to install on-site devices, that would be responsible for security control, or even replicating the functions in various
devices located at some distance from each other allows for
increased reliability of superior layer without increasing the
cost of system installation and operation. Elements from
two layers can be implemented in every PLC driver in the
system: decisive, and data-gathering and excutive. For reasons of economy and security of such solution, two possibilities should be considered – implementing the decision
layer as a separate hardware and logic level or as a combination of decision and executive level.
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Fig. 1. Layered structure of SCADA system
Source: [10]

In the traditional software development process, decentralising the superior layer increases the complexity of system
structure, thus increasing its cost. Using a centralised programming environment for developing the whole system reduces
the development cost by increasing the level of integration of
software and communication layers. Software development
process in an integrated environment is not based merely on
code-processing, but mainly on graphical compiling of logical
connections between individual blocks, representing devices or their elements. Thus, software complexity can increase
development cost only when using current development methods. Software development for all devices and system layers
in one programming application/environment, which integrates all system elements allows for introducing new functions to
system elements without the loss of its integrity and security.
The security of these solutions should be considered in
two directions. Firstly, one should consider security of the
software that will be expanded when functions from the
superior layer are implemented in the PLC drivers. According to programming environments’ principles and PNEN 61131 standards, they will certified blocks, whose code
will be written, verified, tested and validated just once. It is
possible to implement in the code of individual blocks the
elements, that would test their correct operation, and to

add diagnostic blocks to developed applications.
Second security issue has to do with the communication infrastructure between the central computer and drivers. Regardless of the level of independence of superior
blocks in drivers, loss of communication between the computer and driver has to cause the driver to enter safe mode,
i.e. to display the stop signals on semaphores and wait until
normal transmission is restored. Even though it would be
possible to automatically operate given area by dependencies included in driver software, the lack of data recording
on central computer, as well as lack of supervision by the
train dispatcher, would lead to dangerous situations. Local
control using a portable operating panel can be implemented as an additional functionality of decentralised system.
In case of a communication failure, the dispatcher (assistant) can be appointed to control part of the station an manage traffic in given area by giving special orders.

3. Communication security
Security of communication between PLC drivers and
the central computer can be divided into medium security and transmission security. Depending on the location
of individual elements of the system, security assurance
for the medium can be hard to implement. Lack of interference in the medium should be ensured, meaning physical breakage, signal interference and transmission interference by transmitting signals or listening to them. Implementing such principles would require vast investments,
which makes this solution considerably less applicable.
Security reaction in transmission does not decrease
security level, but it may result in decreased system readiness level due to the activities caused by lack of communication. This is one of the most important drawback of a
system with guaranteed transmission security, as frequent
interference resulting in lack of communication between
objects may cause total lack of system readiness.
Transmission security is guaranteed by controlling its
correctness and transmission encryption. Transmission
correctness control is done based on package checksum
(hash) control on both sender and receiver ends. Changing one bit of data causes the checksum to change, and
the package is ignored. There is a possibility of conformity
of two checksums for different packets, provided that there is a difference on given number of bits. Identification
of incorrect packet as a correct one is occurs with certain
probability, which is converted to the probability of not
detecting a mistake for the same message sent with given

Fig. 2. CRC32 polynomial according to IEEE 802.3
Source: [10]
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Fig.3. Ethernet transmission frame.
Source: [1]

Hamming Distance (HD) [[Philip Koopman: 32-Bit Cyclic
Redundancy Codes for Internet Applications The International Conference on Dependable Systems and Networks
(DSN) 2002]. For 32-bit CRC (cyclic redundancy code) and
MTU (Maximum Transmission Unit) of 1500, the level of
transmission error detection is at the detection probability
level of HD 5. fig. 3 presents Ethernet frame structure.
PN-EN 50159-2 standard does not regulate the requirement for HD value, but it considers CRC-only security as insufficient and requires using other transmission correctness
testing system in open systems. It has to be noted, that open
systems, that do not use universally accessible computer networks, have a maximum security level of 4 (level 4 defines
railroad WAN, while it is not equivalent to SIL level), which
allows for disregarding transmission errors caused by men
(hackers). Such approach allows us to concentrate on ensuring the correctness of transmission and not on its protection. Checking transmission correctness is also possible by
using encryption, which can now be implemented in every
element of control system based on PLC drivers.
Requirements for both open and closed systems according to PN-EN 50159-1 and PN-EN 50159-2 explicitly define the need to separate secure and insecure transmissions
for identification purposes. Transmission encryption with
one transmission channel was given in the standard as one
of the solutions for open systems. It is a compromise between
expenditures on additional medium for secure transmission
and separate one for insecure transmission, while ensuring
additional security against unauthorised access.

3.1. Wireless transmission
Wireless transmission systems are not prohibited, and
even referred to in standards [50159] as one of the solutions.
While radio communication systems as a medium can be regarded as safe now, the progress in cracking the cryptographic
safety measures may give rise to fears, that such systems will
not be considered safe in the future. Railroad computer system’s lifespan is at least 10 years. In the last decade, WEP (Wired
Equivalent Privacy) encryption was cracked, and now an attack retrieving the encryption key takes less than one minute
[2][3], as proven by the scientists at the Technical University of
Darmstadt. Current works, by the same university, on cracking
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WPA (WiFi Protected Access), which has been considered safe
so far, has proven that TKIP (Temporal Key Integrity Protocol)
encryption is not fully safe. In article [4], E. Tews cites the need
to change corporate network encryption from TKIP to AES
(Advanced Encryption System), which is a hint, that planned
implementations based on encryption should include at least
one AES method with a 128-bit key. Transmission security and
reliability can be enhanced by double encryption - first by the
system, and then by the transmission device. Such solution will
ensure that messages concerning the insecure part of transmission will also be encrypted.
In case of wireless systems, apart from the risk of break-in
(wiretapping or distortion), the level of interference caused by
other users of the same waveband, as well as external factors,
can also have noticeable influence. These factors are impossible
to eliminate (a licensed frequency can be used, but this will increase the cost of building and operating the system). There are
serious reasons not to use radio transmission: possible break
-ins, interference, susceptibility to unauthorised usage. Radio
transmission should therefore be used as a last resort.
It should also be reminded, that there are wireless solutions far less vulnerable to unauthorised access. Optical
communication, which uses laser as a medium, is one such
solution. It has its pros and cons compared to radio transmission. The main drawback, but also the main an advantage, it the angle of view of the source and receiver, which can
be less than 1 degree (in radio transmission (WiFi), the signal is broadcasted around the source, while maximum signal power is achieved within less than 1 degree), and there has to be optical visibility, which is not always required
in radio transmission and depends on signal power and quality in receiver. An obstacle between the source and receiver will break the transmission, which can be limited to
breaking the transmission only by passing birds, if set up
correctly. The effect of fog on transmission is a much bigger problem. A fog, which limits the visibility below 6% of
the distance between the transmitter and receiver (60m for
1000m) causes the transmission to break. For laser transmission, transmission error level is as low as 10-9 [5][6],
which in case of radio transmission depends on momentary electromagnetic interference, even from distant sources
concurrent with the signal beam.
Interference, both created by an attempt to break in and by
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Fig. . Combination of isochronous and asynchronous transmissions
in POWERLINK protocol
Source: [8]

external sources (electromagnetic field, lack of contact), results
in the need to set up a connection again. Such operation occurs
in both wireless and wired transmission and is connected to
the principle of Ethernet physical layer, as well as the principle
of CSMA/CD access.

4. Used transmission
protocols
In industrial networks, PROFIBUS is now the most widely
used protocol. The main difference between this protocol and
Ethernet are lower speed to distance ratio stemming from the
physical layer of Profius protocol i.e. RS485 standard [7].
Ethernet-based solutions, such as Powerlink Ethernet
or Profinet, allow for transmission over standard Ethernet
cables, while retaining security level and increasing transmission rate. Lack of need for hardware reconfiguration
increases system flexibility and allows for implementing
partial functionality during system modernisation or rebuilding. The transmission protocol selection is practically dependent on hardware manufacturer.
In order to ensure proper security level and quick reaction to system changes, Powerlink Ethernet transmission

frames are built differently from standard Ethernet. This
change is to ensure prioritising transmitted information.
The central unit, which controls network operation (allowing to use the medium) assigns medium access rights during isochronous transmission. After this, asynchronous
transmission occurs, during which the standard CSMA/
CD-based model can be used. This allows for connecting
a new device at any place and, with proper configuration,
using it in the control process. Additionally, the real-time network should be separated from the unsafe network
using software and hardware-software tools. [9].

5. Conclusions
In the last few years, the changes in transmission and
encryption systems allow for using open protocols in industrial applications. Universal access to documentation
does not diminish system security. Safety should be guaranteed not by keeping the system documentation classified, but by a policy of security and access restriction, i.e.
passwords, keys and access rights.
Using open software to build control systems may improve system familiarity of new employees and introduce
new approaches to developed or existing systems, both in
construction and in security. Using closed products results
in the need to fully train every employee who is supposed to work on developing the system, which is expensive
and time-consuming in most cases. Additionally, it should
be noted, that a fan of given development method will be
far more effective than a person forced to work in a given
way, which is another argument for using open and widely
used programming languages and protocols.
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